Use of the multiple copy simultaneous search (MCSS) method to design a new class of picornavirus capsid binding drugs.
A combinatorial ligand design approach based on the multiple copy simultaneous search (MCSS) method and a simple scheme for joining MCSS functional group sites was applied to the binding pocket of P3/Sabin poliovirus and rhinovirus 14. The MCSS method determines where specific functional (chemical) groups have local potential energy minima in the binding site. Before the virus application, test calculations were run to determine the optimal set of input parameters to be used in evaluating the MCSS results. The MCSS minima are analysed and selected minima are connected with (CH2)n linkers to form candidate ligands, whose structures are optimized in the binding site. Estimates of the binding strength were made for the ligands and compared with those for known drugs. The results indicate that the proposed ligands should bind to P3/Sabin poliovirus at least as well as the best of the existing drugs, and that they should also bind to P1/Mahoney poliovirus and rhinovirus 14. A detailed comparison of the poliovirus and rhinovirus binding pockets and an analysis of drug binding specificity is presented.